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Abstract: A geophysical investigation for groundwater development involving Electromagnetic Very low

Frequency (EM-VLF) profiling was conducted to locate fissured zones and associated groundwater

containing media at Isara–Remo, Southwestern Nigeria.The EM data were collected at 20m intervals along

eight profile ranging from 280m to 500m; points of positive EM filtered real anomalies are considered

priority area for resistivity sounding and groundwater development, since they often suggest lithological

variations within the unconsolidated overburden and/or water – filled fissures in the bedrock.The Very

Low frequency (VLF) normal and filtered component anomalies identify fourteen (14) major geological

interfaces suspected to be faults/fractured zones. These suspected zones are target for groundwater

development in the study area since these anomalies zones are area of high conductivity and this

parameter is one of the physical characteristic of water saturated zone.
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INTRODUCTION

Abrupt changes in lithology, electrical properties

and variable thicknesses of weathered bedrock materials

often make the interpretation of EM data from

basement terrain difficult.

The pathway to the understanding of the earth has

been one of the most difficult task ever encountered by

man. It is based solely on what can be observed, how

well the observer can perceive and interpret his

observation. 

The study area is an extract from map sheet

280NW, Ijebu-Ode NW it falls between latitudes

6 58.5 N and 7 0 N and longitudes 3 41 E and 3 42.5 E0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

and cover a total surface area of approximately

11.6km .2

The study area lies partially within the basement

complex of South W estern Nigeria and transits largely

into sediments of the Dahomey basin. The geophysical

investigation involved the use of electromagnetic (EM)

method was carried out in the study area to investigate

the groundwater prospect of the area.

Electromagnetic (EM) profiling is a widely used

geophysical method in the delineation of basement

regolith and location of fissured media and associated

zones of deep weathering in crystalline terrains .[1 ,2 ,3 , 4]

In many instances, reconnaissance EM surveys are used

to located aquiferous zones such as fractures, faults and

joints .[5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9]

Geophysical methods play an increasingly

important role in the search for these suitable and

productive groundwater reservoirs. Electrical resistively

method has been used routinely in exploration for

groundwater.

However, several other geophysical methods have

been applied successfully either singly or in

combination, for prospecting for groundwater resources

in varying geologic situations. The electromagnetic

(VLF) method has found useful applications in

groundwater investigation in basement terrain, most

especially as a reconnaissance tool  applied the[10 ,11 ,12]

spontaneous potential (SP) and electrical resistively to

understand the nature and groundwater development

feasibility of a suspected spring in Ajegunle-Igoba,

Akure, Southwestern Nigeria. Also, geophysical

techniques such as gravity, seismic refraction, can be

applied during the search for groundwater depending on

whether the search is on a regional or local scale.

This study is focused on assessing the groundwater

prospect of the area, and more importantly, providing

information on the hydrogeologic framework of major

aquifer units, and delineation of areas suitable for water

wells.

Site Description and Local Geology: The study area

is Isara-Remo, South Western Nigeria. It lies between

latitudes 6 58.5 N and 7 00.5 N and longitudes 3 41 E0 1 0 1 0 1

and 3 42.5 E. It occupies about 11.6Km  of land area.0 1 2

(Fig.1).
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Fig. 1: Location map of the Study area showing the EM-VLF traverse of isara-remo.

The area is a transitional zone with highly

weathered basement rocks.

The sedimentary rock in the area is composed of

reddish sand stone, alluvium deposit indicative of

Abeokuta Formation.

Geology of the Area: Two major rock types were

found and these include Biotite granite gneiss and

sandstone.

Biotite Granite Gneiss: This showed the gneiss has

only undergone low to moderate metamorphism. In the

studied area, biotite granite gneiss was found

dominating the NW and SW part of the map. They

occurred as a low lying rock body.

Sandstone: The zone of sedimentary rock is

underlained by basement rocks. In the studied area,

sandstone was found to dominate about 2/3 of the

entire area i.e the NE and NW part of the map.

This zone belongs to the Abeokuta group.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Electromagnetic method makes use of a response

of the ground to the propagation of electromagnetic

fields which are composed of an alternating electric

intensity and magnetizing force. Electromagnetic

method does not require contact with the ground,

therefore the speed with which EM can be made is

much greater than the electrical method. VLF method

measures the tilt and phase during its usage. Its main

magnetic field component is horizontal and theoretically
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is to circles concentric about the antenna mast. Hence

it is erratic it transmit in the range of 15-25KHz. This

method compares the magnetic field of the primary

signal (Transmitter)  to that of the secondary signal

(induced current flow within the sub surface electrical

conductor).

The field data can be displayed in two ways, the

first is a plot of the measured amplitude or phase and

the second is a pseudo plot of the data showing a

contour plot of the readings with vertical scale

presented as depth. In the course of this work only the

former method of interpretation was adopted.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The VLF-EM were collected at 20m interval along

five profiles, ranging from 280m to 500m running

parallel to the two major azimuths in the study area.

At each location on the VLF-EM profile, the

filtered real (FR) and the filtered imaginary (FI) of the

secondary field as well as the raw real (RR) and the

raw imaginary (RI) recorded against the distance are

presented as appendix.

The ratios of the secondary to primary

electromagnetic fields recorded in each profile were

plotted  against profile  d istance  to  produce

characteristics VLF-EM curves from different profiles.

The interpretation of the curve is based on the

relationship between the filtered real or in-phase and

the filtered imaginary or out- of-phase curves compared

with standard model curves. The interpretation is

mainly qualitative no curve matching or phase diagram

interpretation was made. Thus, regions of high positive

peaks in the real component with a minimum negative

anomaly in the imaginary phase constitute an

anomalous zone.

Also, a maximum negative anomaly in both real

and imaginary component indicate a zone of shallow

overburden and likely to reveal major fractures in form

of a dyke. Even distribution of both real and imaginary

data points over the EM graphs show a fairly thick

overburden. Inflexions points between real and

imaginary curves also indicate anomalous zones.

Generally speaking, an anomaly in the imaginary

part is much more difficult to interpret than in the real

part. Therefore all interpretation should be based on the

filtered real part. The filtered real part will always

show a positive peak above a conductor, while the

imaginary part can show as well a positive as a

negative peak depending on the conditions of the

overburden layer. The imaginary part is of some value

when making the final decisions above the quality of

the conductor.

The results, which evolved from the VLF-EM data

interpretation, are presented as profiles which showed

varied anomalies with narrow peaks, sharp while others

are broad with varying width extent.

Geological interfaces (f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8,

f9, f10, f11, f13, and f14,), were delineated using

characteristic features of coincident inflections on

filtered imaginary and positive peaks of filtered real

anomaly curves (Figs. 2-6). Profiles in fig. 7 & 8 is

not suitable for groundwater development as there are

no characteristic features of coincident inflections on

filtered imaginary and positive peaks of filtered real

anomaly curves.

 The f1- f14 anomaly has a width of ranges

between10m and 65m at different distances in the

profiles..

These zones with peak positive filtered real

anomalies correspond to zones with high conductivity,

characteristic of water-filled fractures or faults and has

a depth of penetration of varies between 35.2m and

56.6m.

C o n c l u s io n s  a n d  R e c o m m e n d a t io n s :  T h e

electromagnetic profiling survey in the Isara- Remo

area have contributed to a better understanding of the

basement complex of Southwestern Nigeria and the

sedimentary cover as well.

Sites with high electromagnetic anomaly (high

positive filtered real anomaly) can be expected to be

aquifers, implying locations suitable for the

development of groundwater resources. However, air-

filled, altered or fissured bedrock, or predominantly

clayey regolith may exhibit such anomalies.

The values of the filtered real range for profile 1,

2, 3, 4, and 5 are -15.4 to 12.4, -10.0 to 8.5, -8.6 to

4.3, -8.5 to 5.5 and -12.3 to 12.7 respectively.

The values of the filtered imaginary range for

profile 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are -15.4 to 12.4, -9.5 to 8.7,

-12.8 to 4.7, -10.2 to 7.9 and -14.2 to 11.3

respectively.

Fourteen (14) major geological interfaces identified

as f1 to f14 were inferred from EM-VLF profiles. All

interfaces are subsurface fractures or compacted

overburden at greater depth.

The above indicates a zone of thick overburden

with primary to secondary fractured aquifer system

with a great depth extent. In this study, data from the

geophysical investigation has provided qualitative

information on the hydrogeologic framework and

subsurface disposition of major aquifer units in the

study area.

Based on the results obtained from this survey, it

can be concluded that integration of electromagnetic

profiling is not efficient enough to determine the

groundwater potential in the study area as it can only

provide qualitative interpretation.
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Fig. 2: Filtered Real and Filtered Imaginary plot of Traverse 1a.

Fig. 3: Filtered Real and Filtered Imaginary plot of Traverse 1b.
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Fig. 4: Filtered Real and Filtered Imaginary plot of Traverse 2a.

Fig. 5: Filtered Real and Filtered Imaginary plot of Traverse 2b.
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Fig. 5: Filtered Real and Filtered Imaginary plot of Traverse 3.

Fig. 6: Filtered Real and Filtered Imaginary plot of Traverse 4.
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Fig. 7: Filtered Real and Filtered Imaginary plot of Traverse 5a.

Fig. 8: Filtered Real and Filtered Imaginary plot of Traverse 5b.

I  therefore  recommend that composite

geophysical and hydrogeological investigations be

further carried out in other parts of the study area in

order to have an insight to groundwater potentials in

the entire area.
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